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Observationsof the behavior of Bushtits (Psaltriparus rainlinus)
were made by Miller (1921) and to a lesser extent by Addicott
(1938). The opinion that flocks of Bushtits occupy moderately
defined areas has been expressedby both of the above authors and
by Swarth (1914). Addicott and Miller believed that individuals
sometimes switched

from one flock to another.

Grinnell

and Storer

(1924) noted that flocks consistedof families or groups of families,
but they did not state the basis for this belief. As far as I am able
to ascertain, the majority of these observations were based on
unmarked individuals. Addicott's work was the exception as she
marked 16 birds in her study of breeding biology (pers. comm.).
This paper reports the results of a three-year study of the behavior and breeding biology of Bushtits. The data reported here
pertain to (1) flock size and integrity of composition, (2) behavior
during encountersbetween flocks, and (3) lineages within flocks.
Thirteen flocks were studied on a coastal mesa approximately 470
hectares in area centered on the University of California Santa
Barbara campusone mile south of Goleta, Santa Barbara County,
California. The campus is surrounded by 15-20 m bluffs on three
sides. North and northeast of the campus, bluffs slope abruptly to
a coastal salt marsh. Along these bluffs coast live oak (Quercus
agrifolia), toyon (Heteromelesarbutifolia), and poison oak (Rhus
diversiloba)predominate. A large, fiat, disturbed area produced by
the excavation of the bluff for landfill is a major geographicfeature
on the northern edge of campus. Vegetation in this area includes
coyote brush (Baccharispilularis), willow (Salix spp.), sweet fennel
(Foeniculumvulgate),and introduced eucalyptus (Eucalyptusspp.).
An assortment of grassesand small annuals provide ground cover.
On the easternedgeof campusthe bluffs drop to an extensivesandy
beach. Clusters of willow and coyote brush are present at the base
of the bluffs, but they are otherwise sparsely vegetated. The
southern edge of campus is dominated by a brackish lagoon surrounded on the south by two island-like sectionsof the mesa. These
"islands" are connectedto the mainland by sandbarsand roadways.
Coyote brush is dominant along with bush lupine (Lupinus arboreus). Ornamentals present along the slopingedgesof the "islands"
include eucalyptus, Monterey cypress(Cupressusmacrocarpa),and
acacia (Acacia spp.). The two major researchareas were the lagoon
"islands" and the disturbed fiat and bluffs along the northern edge
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of campus.As the study progressed,observationswere made on the
campus itself as well as on a number of contiguouscoyote brush
areas to the west.
METHODS

Adult Bushtits were captured with mist nets and color marked
with plastic bands following methods used by Erickson (1938).
Each bird received a unique combination of three colored plastic
bands and one Fish and Wildlife Service band. Nestlings were removed

from nests and banded

in the same manner

as soon as the

tarsus was large enough.A total of 325 birds were banded.
Flocks were followed and observed at a distance to keep disturbance to a minimum. Areas of suitable habitat bordering the
campuswere checkedtwice each seasonfor the possibleemigration
of marked birds from the study area. All observationswere made
with 7 X 35 binoculars. Data were kept on iris color (males brown,
females yellow; Raitt, 1967; Ervin, 1975), age, locution, and flock
associates of each marked

individual.

Location

of flocks and indi-

viduals was noted by distance and direction from prominent landmarks or plotted directly on air photos.
RESULTS

Flock Size and Composition
Flocks remained remarkably constant in size and composition
during the study. Data for the compositionof three flocks for the
complete 1973 flocking season are presented in Figures 1-3. Age
and sex data for four flocks during the 1973 seasonare presented
in Table 1. Although data for these and other flocks for 1971, 1972,
and 1974 are less complete, they are not contradictory and are not
presented here to conservespace.
T•B•.E
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Age and sex distribution of bandedbirds in flocksA, B, C, and D during 1973
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Exchangesor switchesof birds between flocks were noted on only
two occasionseven though adjacent flocks frequently came into
contact. In the first instance, flock H with four marked individuals
and a flock size of 15 split from the large flock B early in the 1973
flocking season(Fig. 1). After much movement around the campus,
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FIGURE1. Composition
of FlockB (markedbirdsonly)duringthe 1973flocking
season.Months are divided by observationdays. Solid black bars indicate
that the individualwas actually observed.Symbolsin order of precedence
on this and Figures3-5 are: A = arrivedin the flockon or beforethis day of
observation,
B = banded,F = fledged,L = left the flockonor beforethis
day of observation,
O = last day observed
andpresumed
dead.

the flocksettledin a peripheralarea and remainedtherethrough
the closeof the study more than a year later. Flock B was the

largestflockstudied•approximatcly
30 birds)cvcnafterthe split
took place.In a secondcase,threemarkedbirdsfrom flockG, a

flock that intruded into the area of flock C carly in the 1973 season,
sxvitchcdfrom G to C between 18 and 30 October (Fig. 4). By 13

Novemberboth flockshad completelymergedto form flock CG.

Flock CG remained stable for the remainder of the 1973 flocking

seasonand wasreformingfrom the samemixtureof individualsin
the early part of the 1974season.Countsfor flockC indicateda

declinein numbersfrom 15 to 9 birds during the two seasonsbefore

the merger.With the above7 markedbirdsas exceptions,
marked
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birds were not observedto switch flocks permanently. Of course
mixtures of flocks occurred during the frequent encounters.
Observations of flock encounters provided additional evidence
for the stability of flock size and composition.Members of two or
more flocks came into contact daily, and on 19 such occasionsthe
encounterswere carefully documented.The following example is
illustrative:

At 13:00 on 17 December 1973, a large flock of Bushtits was located.
Observation of band combinations indicated that two or more flocks were

present.Occasionalfights were observedand alarm notesand short trills

contrasted with the usual quiet location notes. The composite group soon

beganto sort out into two groups.Pursuitsand loud callscontinuedas the
two groupssplit completely.By 13:50oneof the tw• groupssplit completely.
By 13:50 one of the two groupssplit again. Each of the three groupswas

followed and the banded individuals noted. The first group consistedof 15
birds of which 10 were quickly identified. The secondand third groupsconsisted of 12 and 11 birds of which 8 and 7 were identified respectively.The

groupswereflocksA, E, and 1) with no mixture observed.
A number of the 19 encounters were observed from before the

actual contacttook placethroughseparation.Contact wascomplete
in less than one hour and in one case six different flocks were in-

volved. Encounters were accompanied by pursuits, fights, and

loud callingand contrastedsharplywith foragingbehavior.Vocalizations increasedin frequencyand intensity as flocks approached
each other. Qualitatively, males appeared more aggressiveand
•vere the only sex involved in fights. None of the 19 encounters
producedany evidencefor an exchangeof individualsas speculated
by earlier authors.
The behavior of a flock toward a single foreign individual illus-

trates a simplifiedversionof a flock encounter.Two observations
were made possiblewhen I releasedbirds near a flock other than
their own. Immediately upon releaseand apparently upon hearing
the calls of the flock, the individual moved in the direction of the
flock and gave the call of a bird left behind (Grinnell, 1903). On
arrival to the proximity of the flock, the bird was driven off and
attempted no further approach. Males again appeared more
aggressive
in driving off the strangebird althoughboth malesand
females exhibited agitation •nd increasedvocaliz•tions. In both
releasesthe behavioral sequencewas identical and both birds were
later

observed •vith their

own flock.

Yearly Flock Composition

Birds were presentin the sameflock for 1-4 consecutiveflocking
seasons.Observations indicated a general tendency to return to
the same flock followingbreedingyear after year. Of 101 known
breedingbirds 94 nestedwithin their respectiveflock areasduring
the entire study. As a more specificexample, at the beginning of
the 1973 flocking season,flock A, a completelymarked flock (Fig.
2), had five banded birds from the previousyear and 10 new young
or newly banded birds. Birds present in 1972 but not in 1973 were
presumeddead becausethey were not observedelsewhereby the
end of the study. All of the birds of flock A breedingin early 1973
and returning to flock A during the 1973 flocking seasonhad
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nested within the flock area. The flock compositionsin 1972 and
1973 were apparently the same with the exception of the addition
of new young. First-year birds followed the same pattern as previously nesting adults. In 15 of 16 casesof known first-year breeding
birds, the nest was located in the flock area. Young were not driven
out of the area by their parents. All 16 of these first-year birds
returned to their parental flock following breeding. In one easethe
distance from one young female's nest to her place of birth the
previous year was less than five meters. The average distance
moved by the 16 was 375 m. Eleven of the 16 first-year birds were
males.
Seven birds

moved

considerable

distances

from their

flock area

to nest and were later incorporated into another flock occupying
the area containing the nest site. Four of the seven are indicated
by early arrivals in Figures 1, 3, and 4. One was a female known to
have bred previously, and six were females of unknown age but
potentially breeding for the first time. The maximum distance
moved by the seven was 3,800 m. Although this may indicate a
tendency for young females to move farther than young males, it
is not substantiated by other available data. Dist.anees moved for
known young males averaged 432 m (SD = 27,5,n = 12) whereas
distancesmoved by young females to nest averaged 204 m (SD =
177, n = 4). The sample size of young females is small and the
average may be biased by undetected movements of additional
young femalesto unstudiedperipheral areas.
Flock Areas

The approximate areas of movements of flocks A-I and K for
1973 are shown in Figure 5. Overlap of areas was the rule, so
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boundaries cannot be clearly shown. It appeared that defense of
the area was through chance encounter because the areas were
large and no regular patrol routes were established.
Fa,•ily Relationships
By the end of the study the family relationships of 33 members
of flocks A and E were known (Fig. 6 and 7). These relationships
were at the level of parent (or grandparent)-offspring, sibling (or
half sibling), uncle-aunt, cousin, and more distant relationships.

F•GuR•. 6. Pedigree diagram for flock A at the beginning of the 1974 flocking
season.Sex symbols are as follows: square, male; circle, female; diamond,
sex unknown. Horizontal rows of individuals are age classesas follows: I,
birds hatched in 1972 or earlier; II, birds hatched in 1973; III, birds hatched
in 1974. Unknown birds may have been of any age. Males A1 and A2 were
marked with aluminum bands only. Female 129 paired with a new mate,
1023, in 1974 to produce231 and 234.

F•G•-RE 7. Pedigree diagram for flock E at the beginning of the 1974 flocking
season.Symbols follow Figure 6. It is not known if the mate of 822 was the
same bh'd in consecutive

seasons.
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Since many of the offspringremain with their parents for the first
and subsequent flocking seasons,and since the composition of
flocks is constant, I assumethe initial birds in the study were also
closelyrelated. If this is the case,subsequentmatings following loss
of the original mate (as with 129 and 1023 in Fig. 6) could have
been at any level of relationship. Despite this potential for inbreeding, no cases of pairings between related individuals were
known in 16 pairingsbetweenbirds with known pedigrees.
Pair

Bonds

Six pairs of birds remained intact for consecutivebreeding
seasons:five pairs for two and one for three. In 11 other cases,
however, mate switching from one seasonto the next was observed.
In six of these 11 cases, mates were different from the previous
season even though former mates were known to be alive. The
remaining five changes(over three breedingseasons)were accounted
for by the death or disappearance (and presumed death) of a
member of the pair.

Multiple nestswere frequently constructedin the sameseasonby
a single pair. One pair constructed or initiated five nests in the
same season following successivedisruption by predators. Two
pairs attempted secondnestsimmediately after successful
fiedging
of young. Both were destroyedby predators before young could be
fledged. The maximum total number of nests attempted by a
single pair throughout the study (3 breeding seasons)was eight.
DISCUSSION

The tendency for flocks of nonmigratory passerinesto remain
relatively constant in numbers or individuals has been reported for
several species.Flocks of Superb Blue Wrens (Malurus cyaneus;

Rowley, 1965a), White-wingedChoughs(Corcoraxmelanorhampus;
Rowley, 1965b) Arabian Babblers (Turdoidessquamiceps;
Zahavi,
1974), and Mexican Jays (Aphelocomaultramarina; Brown, 1970)
reportedly contain family units that remain intact for long periods
of time. Among the Paridac constancyin flock sizeand composition
based on family units has been reported for the Long-tailed Tit
(Aegithaloscaudatus;Nakamura, 1969; Gaston, 1973) and potentially for the Cape Penduline Tit (Anthoscopus
minutus minutus;
Skead, 1959). Among the remainder of the Paridac the type of
flock organization exhibited by Bushtits and Long-tailed Tits is
not shown.Wallace (1941) reported that flocksof the Black-capped
Chickadee (Parus atricapillus) occupied specific areas and that
flocks were constant in composition,but were not composedof
family groups. Butts (1931) noted an exchange of individuals
between flocks of the same species.Odum (1942) also noted variability in flock sizesand exchangesof individualsbetweenflocks.In
the Carolina Chickadee (Parus carolinensis)family groupsbreak
up and juveniles form loose aggregations(Brewer, 1961). In some
areas, flocks of Carolina Chickadeesmay have a stable range
(Dixon, 1959). The European Great Tit (Parus major) and the
Blue Tit (Parus caeruleus)dispersefollowingfiedgingand do not
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remain with their parents (Goodbody, 1952). McLaren (1975) has
reported a similar behavior in Boreal Chickadees(Parus hudsonicus).
It is not known if the maintenance of integrity in Bushtit flocks
is accomplishedby visual, vocal, or other cues. Behavior of flocks
during encountersand the behavior of flocks toward foreign individuals seem to indicate visual recognition, but precise supporting
data are lacking.
Despite the closerelationshipof flock membersand the cohesivehessof flocks, some movement into or out of flocks was observed.
Gone flow through the Bushtit population appears to be accomplished through two or possibly three mechanisms.Genetic influx
is provided by occasionalflock mergers, and by the incorporation
of foreign birds into a forming flock as a result of their breeding
location. The incorporation of these latter individuals does not
violate the general rule that foreign birds are repulsed since they
are acceptedat the time of initial flock formation when new young
are also included. Flock mergers may be the result of an optimal
flock size correlated with the ability of a flock to move as a unit
through a particular habitat type and to the defense of the flock
area. Divisions of flocks may occur for similar reasons. Unions or
divisions of flocks may reflect adjustments of flock size to highly
successfulyears or to seasonsof high mortality. Female outbreeding
is also a potential method for maintenance of genetic flux even
though some young females remain with their parental flock (4 of
15 birds remaining with their parents were females). Female outbreeding has been reported in one specieswith similar behavior,
the Superb Blue Wren (Rowley, 1965a).
Crook (1965) in his survey of social organizations noted that
gregarious birds become territorial for breeding when nest sites are
relatively accessibleto predators are cryptic and dispersed.Bushtits follow this pattern; their nests are difficult to see and are dispersed throughcut the flock area. The persistenceof pair bonds and
family groups through the nonbreedingseasonand apparent high
degree of recognition of flock memberscontribute to flock cohesivenessand hence may be of value in exploiting locally abundant yet
patchy food resources.Reformation of flocks from small family
groups as a result of nest location within a common flock territory
and strong individual recognition undoubtedly contributes to en-

hancedresourceexploitationand predatordefensethroughprevious
knowledgeof local topographyand vegetation patterns. It may be
arguedthat Bushtit flocksnever really break up, but only disperse
over the flock range. A number of incidentsinvolving interactions
between nesting pairs from the same flock have been reported
(Ervin, in press).
SUMMARY

A population of Bushtits was marked and followed for a three-

year period on the campusof the University of California, Santa
Barbara.Adults and nestlingswere markedand the lineagesof two
flockswere partially determined.
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Flocks of Bushtits remained relatively constant in size and
composition throughout the nonbreeding season. Breeding individuals occupied territories within the larger flock territory and
reformed with their young into the same flocks in successiveyears.
Young were not driven out of the flock areas. Encroachment of
flocks into adjacent flock territories was met with defensive behavior by resident flocks. Foreign individuals were also repulsedby
flocks during the nonbreeding season. Bushtits appear to be a
species dependent on flock behavior for survival during the nonbreeding season,yet dependent upon dispersaland crypticity of
nests for successfulbreeding. It may be argued that Bushtits do
not completely dispensewith flocking behavior during the breeding
seasonbut only dispersethroughout their flock territory.
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